Neuro-Agility: Boost Brainpower and Learning
Our current world…. the era of disruptive and transformative change
1. The brain of the average worker must process 30 times more information than 20 years ago
2. It’s estimated that 75-90 % of all chronic illnesses originate from chronic stress
3. 90% of what is learnt is lost in a week if not reinforced
4. 60-70% of people will lose their jobs in next 10 years
5. 80-90% of serious injuries and accidents have been attributed to human error
6. Disengagement costs productivity loss of US $450-550bn

Boost brainpower and learning agility and enable people and your organisation to thrive
in the future world of work by measuring and improving Neuro-agility

.

Learning agility and other cognitive thinking
skills have been identified as the key skills
needed for the future.
Neuro-agility is the new paradigm for talent
development and performance enhancement,
both measuring and enabling to understanding
your own unique neurological design and the
drivers that can optimise brain performance

.
The journey to self-mastery, excellence
and happiness, starts with identifying your
neuro-design (potential), optimising the
drivers
that
impact
your
brain
performance,
developing
appropriate
skills that are aligned with your neurodesign and continuously reinforcing those
skills
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Services we offer to boost neuro-agility:
Neuro-Agility Brain Profiling
Assessments for Individuals
and Teams

Neuro-Agility Masterclasses

Neuro-link’s brain profiles provide
validated
and
highly
reliable
information which can help people
understand themselves and others
better and make informed decisions
about
optimising
their
brain
performance, developing themselves
to become the best they can be.

•

It is not a psychometric test. The brain
profile assessment indicates a
person’s unique neurological wiring.
We have simplified neuroscience to
avoid being too technical. The brain
profile assessment identifies 6 drivers
that can be enhanced for optimum
brain performance and 7 different
neurological learning styles.
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Participants will learn how to:
•

A brain profile helps you to:

•

•
•

•

•
•
•
•

Improve your mental performance
Identify drivers that optimise your
potential
Make informed career and job
choices
Understand & manage yourself
and others more effectively
Understand your unique
communication style.
Identify potential areas for stress &
human error

Brain-based experiential
workshops to boost neuro-agility.
Bitesize and one-day sessions
utilising the latest brain-based
research and technologies to:
Develop people from
neuroscientific perspective
Manage diversity
Enhance emotional intelligence
Identify people’s unique potential
Increase performance
Maintain mental wellness
Accelerate learning

•

Identify and accelerate the 6
drivers of brain agility to optimise
their brain fitness & performance
Leverage the 7 factors that make
up their own unique neurological
design
Improve the way they learn,
simpler, better & faster
Understand their response to
stress, boosting health &
wellbeing.

Licensed Practitioner
Accreditation
If you are a coach, facilitator,
trainer or L&D specialist, or a
coach focused on improving
individual, team or organizational
performance, becoming an
accredited expert in Neuro-agility
will enable you to support your
client in enhancing their
performance and wellness.
Accreditation will enable
you to:
•
•
•

Run and de-brief NeuroAgility brain profiles for
individuals and teams
Boost the impact of your
coaching and leadership
development programmes
Facilitate Neuro-agility
masterclasses within
organisations

Accreditation includes:
•
•
•
•

1 day accreditation
workshop
Extensive online learning
resources, videos &
manuals
2 Neuro-link brain profiles
for practice and validation
Membership of SNGC’s
Neuro-agility community
for continuous learning
and best practise

The Systemic Neuroscience Consulting group specialises in high-impact leadership development, team
performance and coaching which creates business growth by unlocking the talent within.
For inquiries please contact us at info@systemicneuroscience.com or visit our website at
www.systemicneuroscience.com for more information on how we can help.
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